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Pallet & Dollies
Chair pallets help to protect the chairs during
storage and transportation and make chair
stack handling easier.

DR Chair Pallet
material: thermoformed HDPE
0.220” thick sheet
capacity: 330 lb. distributed load
internal: 17.75” x 35.5”
external: 18.25” x 36”
straps: external
long side clearance: 28” (pallet jacks)
short side clearance: chair trucks
casters: none
to be used with CHAIR TRUCKS
or PALLET JACKS
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DE Elongated
Chair Pallet
material: thermoformed HDPE
0.220” thick sheet
capacity: 330 lb. distributed load
internal: 18” x 43.5”
external: 18.5” x 44”
straps: 2”
casters: none
to be used with CHAIR TRUCKS
fan
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RG Chair Pallet & Dolly
Chair tray, basic configuration:
material: PP structural foam
capacity: 330 lb. distributed load
internal: 18” x 35”
external: 18.5” x 35.5”
straps: 1.25”
to be used with HAND TRUCKS
Optional:
Chair pallet configuration
tray + 4 pallet feet
long side clearance: 27.25”
(pallet jacks)
short side clearance: 10.25”
to be used with PALLET JACKS
Chair cart configuration
tray + 2 casters 2.5” swivel
+ 2 pallet feet + lift jack
Chair dolly configuration
tray + 4 casters 2.5” swivel

*casters not included
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Making life
easier

Chair Cart
Perfect solution for Hotels and Banquet Halls
where moving chairs through elevators and
narrow corridors might be a challenge and the use
of efficient but bulky Chair Trucks is difficult.
That is why we came up with a solution, adapting
our famous custom made HDPE thermoformed
chair pallet to a sturdy welded steel frame with an
easy to pull handlebar.
• Max Suggested load: 30 chairs
• 2 regular and 2 swivel 4” casters
(Polyurethane on Polyolefin)
• Net Weight: 30 lbs.

Chair Truck
SELF BALANCING... NO EFFORT!!!
Strong sturdy, a major help in handling chairs.
Every task involving moving chairs will be easier.
Truck width: 28”
• 4 pneumatic wheels/10” closed cell foam tires,
ball bearing hubs
• powder coated steel frame
• expanded metal backguard & 54” aluminum
fenders to protect load from rubbing on tires
• 34” long forks, 7/8” diameter, 14 3/4” apart,
designed for heavy duty hauling
• MAX LOAD: 750 lbs.

Chair Handtruck
Our single axle chair handtruck is a good
and cheaper alternative to a chair truck.
Specifications:
• 2 pneumatic wheels/10”
• folding forks
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Economy Stack Cover for Folding Chair

standard
folding chairs

Non-woven polyester material. Breathable fabric. 52” lateral slit
with Velcro eases up positioning of the cover on the stack and
a Velcro buckle for extra security. Bottom edge is hemmed for
durability. Dim. 18” x 35 1/2” x 58” high

HQ Stack Cover for Folding Chair
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Nylon, with inner PVC coat. Heavy duty water resistant chair
stack cover, for transportation and storage. Taylored for a 25
folding chair stack. Lateral slit with Velcro eases up positioning
of the cover on the stack. Dim. 17 1/2” x 35” x 58” high

HQ Stack Cover for Ispra Folding Chair
Nylon, with inner PVC coat. Heavy duty water resistant chair
stack cover, for transportation and storage. Taylored for a 25
folding chair stack. Lateral slit with Velcro eases up positioning
of the cover on the stack.
Dim. 18 1/2” x 37” x 65” high

Economy Stack Cover for High Back Folding

high back
folding chairs

Non-woven polyester material. Breathable fabric.
52” lateral slit with Velcro eases up positioning of the cover on
the stack and a Velcro buckle for extra security. Bottom edge is
hemmed for durability. Dim. 18” x 42” x 58” high

HQ Stack Cover for High Back Folding
fan
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Nylon, with inner PVC coat. Heavy duty water resistant chair
stack cover, for transportation and storage. Taylored for a 25
high back folding chair stack. Lateral slit with Velcro eases up
positioning of the cover on the stack. Dim. 18” x 42” x 58” high

heavy duty canvas bags
for folding chairs
Heavy duty canvas bags, for transportation and storage of 4
folding chairs (please specify standard or high back chair)
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Making life
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Chiavari Stackers & Movers
Very compact solution expressely developed for
our Chiavari chairs. This structure fits 4 stacks of 5
Chiavari ea. (20 chairs) in a very small footprint that
can be developed vertically, saving huge amounts
of money for storage. Furthermore there is no need
to repack the chairs, they can be shipped as is, just
unstack the 20 chair shipping unit and load
everything onto the truck.
dimensions:
1000 x 1200 x 1950h [mm]
		
40 x 47 x 77h [inches]
weight capacity: 250 kg | 550 lbs.

up to 40 chiavari chairs:
storage only
up to 24 Chiavari chairs:
storage & shipping
that allows to go from warehouse
to truck, and back to warehouse in
no time, with minimum labor cost.

from warehouse
to truck...
and back to
warehouse

